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Program Overview 

Youth from across the MidSouth are able to participate in BRIDGES programing through their one-time 
CONNECT events and workshops. This program allows students to experience some of what the Bridge 
Builders COLLABORATE students go through while engaging in meaningful curricula through experiential 
learning. CONNECT workshops may be delivered on-site at the BRIDGES Center but they are typically 
delivered off-site at the school or organization requesting the workshop. Students may go through one 
or more of the six legacy CONNECT workshops which include: Leadership, Community, Educational 
Justice, Economic Justice, Environmental Justice and Racial Justice; however, no groups participated in 
the Educational Justice workshop during this year. YOUnified Memphis, an abbreviated workshop which 
combines elements from the Community and Leadership workshops, is also offered as an option. Two 
newer workshops developed by former full-time AmeriCorps (AC) Service Members are available and 
include: Who Are We: Creating a YOUnified Class and Our Class: Reaching Beyond. This year, Addressing 
Conflict, was modified and re-piloted. CONNECT program staff also developed a formal partnership with 
Team BRIDGES, specializing in team building experiences through the use of high and low-ropes 
activities. The newer workshops allow students to participate in activities and dialogue that address 
topics relevant to what youth experience each day. Most workshops include up to four hours of 
experiential learning and intense discussion around the specific topic.  

Methodology 

This report combines different data sources to provide a holistic perspective on the implementation and 
outcomes for the CONNECT program. Real-time, data informed adjustments are made to programming 
throughout the year, which enhance the experiences of the students. After the CONNECT workshops 
students complete a retrospective post survey to assess the knowledge and attitudes gained about the 
specific workshop content. Each survey asks students to respond to three questions that are the same 
across all workshop types. The questions ask students to assess whether or not they have gained 
knowledge or skills as a result of their experience and if they will take action in their community. 
 
Youth participation is tracked through SalesForce, an interactive database using cloud technology. Staff 
keep a detailed record of youth participation during the program year. BRIDGES measures youth 
outcomes in the CONNECT program level using a retrospective post survey at the end of each CONNECT 
workshop. Participant data is analyzed in-house using Survey Monkey and Excel. Teacher surveys are 
also distributed after each CONNECT experience, allowing teachers to provide feedback about the 
quality of the program, as well as the observable changes that have witnessed in the classroom as a 
result of the workshop.  
 
Interviews were conducted, by the Evaluation Manager, among all full-time AC Service Members and the 
Episcopal Service Corps Fellow to determine the effectiveness of workshops and evaluate their 
professional and learning experiences. Information collected from these interviews will be used to make 
improvements to the AC training process in future years and provide feedback to their supervisors in 
order to improve their supervision of the service members. In the spring of this year, BRIDGES 
underwent a strategic planning process, facilitated by Ms. Shannon Dixon, to determine the trajectory 
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and goals for the organization and its programs for the next three to five years. During the planning 
processes, BRIDGES staff, board members and program participants came together to provide insights 
and suggestions for improvement in the coming years, this included revisions to the outcomes moving 
forward.   
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Analysis of Workshops 

During the 2016-2017 school 
year, 29 different schools or 
groups participated in 
CONNECT experiences. This 
year, eight schools, 38% of 
schools served, participated in 
more than one CONNECT 
experience. Overall, 60% 
(1908: 3182) of students 
indicated with a score of eight 
or higher that they would like 
to participate in anther 
CONNECT experience.  

 

After each CONNECT 
workshop, students complete 
a retrospective post survey. 
Each survey asks students to 
respond to three questions 
that are the same across all workshop types. The questions ask students to assess whether or not they 
have gained certain knowledge or skills as a result of their experience.  These questions are scored on a 
seven point scale ranging from “Strongly Disagree” to “Strongly Agree.” After each workshop, students 
were asked if they would be willing to commit to one or more community actions as a result of their 
CONNECT experience. 78% of students committed to “Pay Attention and Learn More” as a result of 
their experience and 47% of students committed to “Lead their own project.” The table below 
summarizes the cumulative results of the three questions that are consistent across all workshops, as 
well as the action commitments made by students. In general, the more intense the action commitment, 
the lower the percent of students who committed to take that step.    

 

 

Fiscal Year 2016 SUMMARY TABLE - Percentages are based on a response of a 6 = 

to “Agree” or 7 = to “Strongly Agree” on a 7 point scale. 

Scores of 6 or 7 
% Improvement 

FY16 

Scores of 6 or 7  
% Improvement 

FY17 

During this workshop, I learned that young people can be leaders in their 
community. 

80% 75% 

During this workshop, I learned that one person can make a positive change in 
their community. 

75% 67% 

During this workshop, I gained confidence in my ability to work in a team. 70% 67% 

 N = 3679 N = 3206 

Groups Participating in CONNECT Events 

Bon Lin Middle School 

Church Youth Groups (5) 

Cummings PreK-8 

Freedom Prep Academy  

Girls Inc. 

Cornelia Crenshaw 
Library 

GRAD Academy * 

Grandview Heights 
Middle School 

Grizzlies Preparatory  
Academy* 

Hamilton Middle School 

Hope Academy* 

Humes Preparatory 
Academy* 

Hutchison 

Kate Bond Middle School 

KIPP 

Maxine Smith STEAM 
Academy* 

Memphis Academy of 
Health Sciences 

Nexus STEM Academy  

Pleasant View School* 

Reach Beyond Mission 

Sherwood Middle School  

Snowden School 

Soulsville Charter School* 

St. Benedict Soccer Team 

Veritas Academy* 

Westside Achievement 
School* 

White Station Middle 
School 

Wilson Society 

Wooddale Middle School 

*Indicates schools/organizations that participated in more than one CONNECT Workshop 
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Percentages are based on the number of students who committed to take a 
specific action. 

FY16 FY17 

Students made a commitment to PAY ATTENTION and LEARN MORE as a result 
of their CONNECT experience. 
 

79% 78% 

Students made a commitment to EDUCATE others as a result of their CONNECT 
experience. 
 

66% 63% 

Students made a commitment to SUPPORT local efforts around the justice 
area(s) in which they participated. 
 

63% 62% 

Students made a commitment to GET INVOLVED in a community project in their 
home, school, neighborhood and/or city.   
 

62% 61% 

Students made a commitment to LEAD their own project around a particular 
justice area or for community improvement. 

48% 47% 

 
   N = 3679    N = 3206 

Analysis of Posttests by CONNECT Workshop Type 

Students also answer questions that are specific to the topic area of the workshop in which they 
participated. These questions are asked to gain more detailed information about how much the student 
learned regarding that topic. Questions are scored using seven point Likert scales. Overall, percentages 
indicating improvement and/or growth are comparable to the previous year on most of the individual 
indicators, specific to that CONNECT workshop. However, there are a few individual indicators that show 
a sharp decline from the previous year and vice versa, which will be discussed in the text that precedes 
the tables below. Other insights and a statement(s) from each workshop will also appear prior to each 
chart.  

The Community workshop continues to be one of the most requested. BRIDGES staff share concerns 
about the relevance of curricula offered and the student’s ability to achieve some of the workshop goals 
based on the content. In turn, the Community workshop was updated this year to include a more 
intense look at an individual’s strengths and how/if individuals recognize the strengths of their peers. 
However, which experience was offered was contingent on the school’s needs, which also accounts for 
the discrepancy in the totals listed below. All students were asked questions traditionally aligned to the 
Community workshop and students who participated in the modified experience were asked additional 
questions. Additional questions may continue to be used in order to get a better understanding of 
student growth among the new indicators. Regarding the Community workshop, one student shared, 
“During this workshop I learned that even children can make our community better.”  

Community Workshop  
Questions scored from 1 - "Nothing At All" to 7 - "A Whole Lot" 

FY16 FY17 

During this workshop, how much did you learn about the strengths 
that exist in your community? 

66% 57% 

 
During this workshop, how much did you learn about the different 
ways people can work together to improve their community? 

72% 70% 

 

 

N = 495 N = 289 
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Community Workshop Continued … 
Questions scored from 1 - "Nothing At All" to 7 - "A Whole Lot" OR 1 - "No Way” to 7 
- "Absolutely"* 

FY16 FY17 

I am more aware of how I can use my strengths as an individual to 
change my community.* - 71% 

How much did you learn about your strengths as an individual? - 61% 

How much did you learn about the strengths of your peers? - 61% 

I will let others take the lead when I see their talents.* - 48% 

 -  N = 59 

 
 
“I learned the importance of a single person's involvement and voice. I also learned that it is very 
importan[t] to stand up for what is right and help the community solve these issues. Not only this but I 
learned how to recognize a problem, break it down to causes and roots and how to solve it.” 

Leadership  Workshop 
Questions scored from 1 - "Nothing At All" to 7 - "A Whole Lot" 

FY16 FY17 

During this workshop, how much did you learn about how to be a 
leader in your community? 
 

-      69% 

During this workshop, how much did you learn about different ways to 
be a leader in your community?  

75%      75% 

                                                                                                                                                                                N=413                       N = 345 

 
 
 
One student stated, “This workshop really put economic injustice into perspective. As a midtowner I 
see economic injustice often, but bringing numbers into this helped me understand those that I live 
near better.” The number of students who participated in this workshop declined by 292 participants 
in comparison to the previous year, therefore an accurate comparison between the FY16 and FY17 
scores cannot be made. Only 36% of students indicated that this workshop taught them about ways 
they can work together to address economic justice, suggesting that this concept was not adequately 
addressed through this curriculum. Additionally, this experience was modified to fit a two-hour 
timeframe which is not an adequate amount for this experience.   
 

Economic Justice Workshop 
Questions scored from 1 - "Nothing At All" to 7 -  "A Whole Lot" 

FY16 FY17 

During this workshop, how much did you learn about how poverty 
affects families? 
 

76%       69% 

During this workshop, how much did you learn about ways to work 
together for economic justice? 

62%      36% 

                                                                                                                                              N=362                         N = 70 
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“I learned that in order to build a strong community we need to help others and keep our community 
clean and safe.” 

Environmental Justice Workshop 
 Questions scored from 1 - "Nothing At All" to 7 - "A Whole Lot" 

FY16 FY17 

During this workshop, how much did you learn about environmental 
justice? 
 

73%     65% 

During this workshop, how much did you learn about different ways to 
improve your environment? 

72% 81% 

                                                                                                                                                                      N =265 N = 146  
 

 

“Today I learned that many people tend to overlook racism and it can only get wors[e]. Also I learn[ed] to 
not treat people separate from a group because you do not know how that person is or feels.” And “This 
workshop taught me a lot [about] racism, and racial justice. It also let me be more outspoken today, and 
to voice my opinion on certain things.” While scores this year are high, comparisons to the previous year 
should not be made, as the population sizes are extremely different.  

Racial Justice Workshop 
Questions scored from 1 - "Nothing At All" to 7 - "A Whole Lot" 

FY16 FY17 

During this workshop, how much did you learn about racial justice? 76%      85% 

 
During this workshop, how much did you learn about ways to be a 
leader for racial justice? 

68%      85% 

                                                                                                                                                                                                       N = 467 N = 33 

 

Percentages for this program year, below, appear to be lower than in the previous year among students 
who provided scores of six or seven. However, it is not recommended that the years be compared as the 
population sizes vary greatly. While population sizes are different BRIDGES staff should not discount the 
low percentages for this program year and should consider curriculum improvements to help students 
better grasp the lessons of this workshop.  One student shared, “I learned different strategies I can use 
to solve problems, and how one person[‘]s attitude can have an impact on the whole group.” And “You 
need mental and physical support to work as a team. You also need to come up with a strategy for a 
faster way to get things done.” 

YOUnified Memphis Workshop  
Questions scored from 1- "Nothing At All" to 7 - "A Whole Lot" 

FY16 FY17 

During this workshop, how much did you learn about your leadership 
abilities? 

82%        60% 

 
During this workshop, how much did you learn about ways to be a 
leader in your community? 

84%                59% 

                                                                                                                                                                                                  N = 63 N = 1680 
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“In this workshop, I learned about how we can prevent bullying. One of the things I learned about the 
prevention of bullying is that bullies are bullied themselves (whether it is by someone else or 
themselves).” And “At this workshop I have learned how to walk away more and stand up for myself 
when people say things to me. I can also stand up for someone else when they are getting bullied. And 
when the teacher comes and ask me who started it I can truly say that I was being bullied and that the 
person was bullying me. I hope this advice can help someone in the future.” 

Who Are We: Creating a YOUnified Class Workshop 
Questions scored from 1-  "Nothing At All" to 7 -  "A Whole Lot" or  1- “No Way “ to 
7- “Absolutely.” 

FY16 FY7 

During this workshop, how much did you learn about your ability to 
be a leader against bullying? 

76%        77% 

 
During this workshop, how much did you learn about what you have 
in common with your classmates? 

66%  69% 

As a result of this workshop, I have a more positive self-image. 71% 72% 

                                                                                                                                                                                                       N = 1015 N = 506 

 

This year a third question was added, asking students how excited they were to work with their teachers 
to make improvements (see chart below) in their classroom or school. This question was added because 
the workshop now includes teachers in the experience, allowing students to work collaboratively with 
their teachers. While scores are high for this program year comparisons between the two program years 
should not be made, again due to the large discrepancy in the number of students served in each year. 
One student shared, “I'm going to help my teachers by setting an example for other students and not 
show bad behavior and show respect at all times. Show my peers where respect gets them by getting 
good grades.” This year, teachers who support these students also participated in this workshop, 
allowing them to work in collaboration with their students. Teachers who participated in this workshop 
were also asked to complete a survey with questions specific to the experience. Both teachers who took 
the survey said that they had used something they learned in the workshop in their classroom. One 
teacher shared, “I allowed the scholars to become more vocal about the things that they like and dislike. 
We are also working better as a team to ensure that we are on the same track to master the necessary 
assessments.” 

Our Class: Reaching Beyond Workshop  
(Questions scored from 1 - "Nothing At All" to 7 - "A Whole Lot" or 1 - "No Way" to 
7- "Absolutely"* or 1 – “Not at all” to 7 – “A Whole lot”**) 

FY16 FY17 

During this workshop, I got the tools I need (like knowledge and 
friendships) that will help me make a positive change in my school.  
 

59%       78% 

As a result of this workshop, I am more aware of the strengths I have 
as a leader.* 

67% 89% 

I am excited to continue working with my teacher(s) to make my 
classroom and school better for both students and teacher. ** 

- 74% 

                                                                                                                                                                                                       N = 484 N = 80 
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Pilot Experiences 

The following data is specific to the new curricula and includes Addressing Conflict, which was originally 
created by AmeriCorps Service Members and this year was overhauled by fulltime staff. The Team 
BRIDGES CONNECT experience delivered by Team BRIDGES staff in the 2016-17 program year. Results 
from these pilot experiences will be used to inform adjustments to and delivery of these workshops in 
FY18. In order to better understand the impact of these workshops, additional questions were added to 
surveys for these experiences. While the groups served were small in number, they will help BRIDGES 
staff to understand what improvements may need to be made before the next program year.  

 
For Addressing Conflict, results were not reported for this experience in the previous year due to 
workshops being ended prematurely by school administrators. Therefore, after edits were completed by 
BRIDGES fulltime staff, 
Addressing Conflict was re-
piloted with students at 
Hope Academy, which is a 
school for juvenile offenders 
in 6th through 12th grades. 
Students were asked, 
“Based on what you 
learned, how might you 
respond when faced with 
conflict in the future?” Most 
students’ responses 
indicated that they would simply “walk away” from the situation but one student shared, “I may look at 
the conflict from both sides and attempt to talk it out.” 

 

As mentioned in the Program Overview section, CONNECT program staff developed a more formal 
partnership with Team BRIDGES, specializing in team building experiences through the use of high and 
low-ropes activities. Team BRIDGES designs custom experiences that specifically address issues that the 
students and/or the adults who support the students have requested. Since experiences are customized, 
students are able to dive deeper into the issues they may be facing or develop skills that enable them to 
address issues when they arise. For example, the experience piloted this year took place with a girls 
soccer team from a local private school. Overall, scores were high, particularly when looking at the 
indicators that address communication, collaboration, and leadership skills. 71% of students agree or 
strongly agree that the workshop helped them learn, “… communication skills to improve the way I 
interact with people who are different than me.” The skills listed above were also reinforced as areas 
where the students grew upon examining their comments. One student shared, “I learned there are 
different attributes to a team and even the quiet can be very effective” and another student stated, “I 
learned how to communicate with other people who have different perspectives [than] me.”  

 

 

 

Addressing Conflict - (Questions scored from 1-  "Strongly Disagree" to 7-  

"Strongly Agree" OR 1 – “Not at all” to 7 – “A Whole lot”*) 
FY17 

This workshop broadened my definition of conflict.  
 

67% 

TODAY, I gained communication skills to improve the way I interact 
with people who are different than me.  

76% 

I learned strategies to resolve conflict.* 70% 

This workshop helped me improve my listening skills.* 67% 

I learned to recognize how statements I make impact others.* 70% 

                                                                                                                                                                                                       N = 33 
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Team BRIDGES - (Questions scored from 1-  "Strongly Disagree" to 7-  "Strongly Agree" OR 1 – 

“Not at all” to 5 – “A Whole lot”*) 
FY17 

The facilitator made me feel physically and emotionally safe during activities. 
 

80% 

The facilitator communicated clearly with my group. 79% 

The event was interactive and engaging. 79% 

I gained communication skills to improve the way I interact with people who are different 
than me. 
 

71% 

I am more aware of the strengths I have as a leader. 
 

63% 

How to collaborate with different kinds of people.* 
 

63% 

How you can contribute to a group using your own leadership abilities.* 
 

63% 

I learned new things about my peers that I did not already know.* 
 

58% 

The facilitator made me feel physically and emotionally safe while on the rock wall and/or 
high ropes course.  

57% 

Did YOU experience personal growth as a result of your time with TEAM BRIDGES? 55% 

                                                                                                                                                                                                       N = 24 

 

Workshop Reflections and Recommendations  
Students who participate in CONNECT workshops are positive about their experiences and feel that they 
learn important skills and gain new knowledge. Scores among students who made a commitment to 
take action in their community are comparable to previous years. The number of students served 
through individual workshops varies greatly in some instances, making it difficult to gauge improvement 
or decline in scores from one year to the next.   

Workshops like Our Class and Who Are We, as well as the legacy racial justice workshop, did produce 
high scores among students served. Scores for these workshops may be higher because of more recent 
and relevant curricula and/or it more closely aligned to the needs of the students. The program 
coordinator has previously indicated an increased demand for experiences that are highly active and 
that address content relevant to what students experience daily.  

 Each year BRIDGES staff and AmeriCorps Service Members revise existing workshops and 
develop new experiences in order to address the desire to have more relevant programming. 
BRIDGES staff and ACs should continue making revisions in order to address the needs of the 
students, which may lead to an increase in scores. 

 ACs prefer hand-on training that allows them to go through the curricula as a group and role 
play through the activities before delivering the experience to students. For FY17, ACs stated 
that curriculum trainings were more regular and hands-on at the beginning of the year. Lack of 
training will impact the quality of experiences delivered by ACs. Therefore, ACs have requested 
that time be allotted to allow for a full walkthrough of the workshops and/or if a full-time staff 
member cannot facilitate ACs through the whole workshop they should be able to lead 
themselves through the workshop and ask for assistance from full-time staff as needed.  
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 Data collected from workshops should continue to be used to update and improve experiences 
in FY18 and to inform what new content may need to be piloted moving forward.  

 In interviews conducted at the end of the year, ACs requested more training and support on 
how to handle sensitive conversations, specifically politics. As the political climate has changed 
this year, many students have strong opinions and a desire to cover this topic.   

The economic justice workshop suffered in terms of scores this year. Only 36% of students provided 
scores of six or seven, regarding how much they learned about ways to work together for economic 
justice. In an informal discussion with an AC, the evaluator was informed that this workshop was 
modified to fit a two-hour time frame, at the request of the school. Although BRIDGES cannot anticipate 
every variable that will occur at a school, some changes can be made to prepare ACs for some common 
issues that arise. While BRIDGES tries to accommodate the wishes and needs of schools, guidelines 
must be implemented regarding the time requirements needed for an experience.  

 Some schools ask that workshops be shortened to fit a time frame different from what was 
originally agreed upon. In order to address timing concerns, BRIDGES staff and ACs should 
determine in advance which activities can be removed and/or modified, regardless of the 
school being served, that will still allow students to understand the goals and content of the 
workshop.   

AmeriCorps Service members continue to cite classroom management as one of their greatest barriers 
to delivering effective programming. Behavioral issues with students impacts all of those who are 
participating and result in less time spent focusing on the workshop content. In turn, some students 
scores may be lower due to these behavioral issues. Teachers also give low scores and make comments 
in their qualitative data about the lack of classroom management (detailed teacher feedback is 
discussed in a subsequent section).  

 All facilitators should work in collaboration with BRIDGES full-time staff to determine what the 
most common classroom management issues are and how to handle them. 

 Facilitators should be made explicitly aware, by BRIDGES staff, that they have the right and 
ability to end an experience if all other classroom management tactics have been employed 
and no change occurs 

 

Teacher Feedback 
Approximately two weeks after the completion of CONNECT workshops, a teacher survey is deployed via 
email. The teacher survey allows BRIDGES staff to obtain important feedback about the quality and 
design of the program, as well as information about observable changes in his/her students as a result of 
the workshop. Eighteen teachers from 14 different schools completed the survey, representing 48% of 
the schools and organizations served. This year teachers who participated in the Our Class workshop 
answered questions about their part in the workshop, as well as the standard teacher survey listed 
above. In turn, 20 teachers provided feedback about changes they observed among their students. The 
chart below shows teachers responses to questions about their experiences and observations during the 
CONNECT workshop. 95% (19:20) of teachers who took the survey said that they would recommend 
the specific workshop in which they participated to other schools or youth-serving organizations. 
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 The chart below shows the results from teacher’s responses regarding observed changes among their 
students. These questions were scored on a scale of 1 (“No Change”) to 7 (“Significant Change”) with an 
opportunity to opt out of the question by selecting “Unsure.” Teachers observed some significant 
changes among their students resulting in improvement in comparison to the previous year across all 
nine indicators listed in the chart. One teacher stated, “Our students definitely want to be more involved 
in the community, and this workshop encouraged them to utilize their leadership skills as they pursue 
these opportunities in the community. Before, they wanted to participate, but they were not sure of the 
avenue to pursue. This workshop not only enhanced their awareness of their ability to impact change, 
but it also provided them with the necessary tools to act upon that ability.” 

 
Regarding program 
quality and logistics, 
the data shows that 
teachers feel that the 
CONNECT experiences 
are adequate. 
However, only 25% of 
teachers agreed or 
strongly agreed that 
the activities correlate 
and/or support their 
curriculum and/or the 
Common Core State 

Standards. When comparing this year’s data to the previous year, teacher’s scores declined significantly 

Observed Changes Among Students - Teacher Survey Results  
FY16 Scores of 6 

or 7 
FY17 Scores of 

6 or 7 

Students exhibit openness to learn about diverse groups. 
 

36% 60% 

Students listen to each other and exhibit understanding of other opinions prior 
to responding.  
 

23% 55% 

Students recognize that individuals have the capacity to influence and change 
their communities. 
 

36% 50% 

Students identify ways that young people can be leaders for justice in their 
homes, schools or communities. 
 

36% 50% 

Students exhibit the desire to develop their personal strengths. 
 
 

32% 45% 

Students encourage each other.  
 

41% 45% 

Students listen to opinions/perspectives different from their own with greater 
respect. 

32% 35% 

 N = 22 N = 20 

 FY16  FY17  

Students express a personal commitment to taking action that promotes justice. 
 

32% 50% 

Students have awareness or curiosity about social justice issues in the Memphis 
area. 

32% 44% 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                   N = 22 N = 18 

Program Quality and Logistics - Teacher Survey –  
(Questions scored from 1- "Strongly Disagree" and 7- "Strongly 
Agree") 

FY16 
scores of 6 

and 7 

FY17 
scores of 6 

and 7 
Activities were age appropriate.  95% 43% 

The group size was appropriate  91% 36% 

The space was appropriate for where the workshop was 
delivered.  

91% 32% 

Activities challenged students to think critically and 
engage in courageous conversations.  

91% 34% 

The BRIDGES staff effectively managed student behavior.  86% 31% 

The activities as delivered correlate and/or support your 
curriculum and/or the Common Core State Standards.  

86% 25% 

 N=22 N= 18 
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on every question about program quality and logistics (see chart below). There are several variables that 
can affect scores from one year to the next. First, fewer teachers took the survey this year. BRIDGES 
attempts to incentivize completion of the teacher survey by providing the school’s contact person with 
student data about their CONNECT experience once the teacher has completed the survey; however, 
this does not seem to increase the number of teachers who take the time to complete it. Teachers who 
complete the survey each year are not typically the same teachers, nor are they from the same school 
and seldom do they participate in the same experiences. Since teachers voluntarily complete the survey 
those who had a more positive experience may not choose to complete it. While the logistics and 
program quality questions show low scores, the changes that teaches observe among their students are 
on par with previous years and comments are positive. One teacher shared, “They seem to be standing 
up for their peers more and challenging ideas with conversations based in evidence.” 
 

Teachers were also asked a series of open ended questions allowing them to expand on observed 
changes and recommend program improvements. Teacher recommendations include: 1) the use of 
technology (e.g., videos and/or photos) to help students understand what issues and areas of the city 
are being discussed, 2) more hands on activities, 3) offering a pre-work curriculum to prepare students 
for the experience, 4) include training for the adults that sponsor the students so they learn the same 
things. 

Finally, teachers were 
asked how/if they would 
like to receive follow-up 
support related to the 
CONNECT experience in 
which their students 
participated (see chart 
above).  

Teacher Program 
Reflections and Recommendations 

As mentioned in the workshop reflections and recommendations section, classroom management and 
behavioral issues continue to be a concern shared by BRIDGES staff, teachers, and AmeriCorps who 
deliver the workshops. Last year, 86% of teachers felt that their classrooms were adequately managed 
by BRIDGES staff, but only 31% of teachers shared this sentiment this year.  

 In addition to the recommendation made in the previous section, BRIDGES must be more 
explicit and consider adding language into contracts with schools about teacher expectations 
for support in the classroom and/or removing students from the experience if the student(s) 
continues to be disruptive. While BRIDGES does not prefer to remove students from an 
experience, steps must be taken to remedy behavioral issues that prohibit the rest of the 
students from participating. 

 

 

Teacher Follow-Up Support  -Teachers may have selected more than one option  
I am not interested in follow-up support 
 

10% 

Webinars 
 

15% 

I am not sure at this time 
 

25% 

Connections to speakers for my class/school 
 

45% 

A resource document (The document would include 
upcoming events, other agencies working on a specific topic, 
etc.) 
 

45% 

Community service opportunities 50% 

                                                                                                                                                                                                               N = 20 
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As mentioned in the Teacher Feedback section (above) teachers would like to see the following: 

 More use of technology to help students understand and visualize how and where the things 
discussed during workshops are occurring.   

 The desire for more hands-on activities continues to be requested by teachers and by the ACs 
during their end of year interviews. In previous years, students and teachers have requested that 
some activities be conducted outside in order to accommodate the need for space and change 
in environment.   

 Some teachers have requested pre-work to prepare students for the experience that they will 
go through; however, it is recommended that this be discussed on an individual basis with 
teachers and administrators at each school, as not all schools want this type of support.  

 Some teachers would like training for adults who work with the students so that they learn the 
same things as the students; however, this should also be considered on an individual basis. 
While it is encouraging that some schools would like to have a more in-depth workshop 
experience, BRIDGES will need to consider staff time and the ability to effectively deliver 
additional requests made by schools.  

Similar to the request made by ACs to have more consistent workshop trainings they have also 
requested more consistent and detailed site coordination training. In recent years the CONNECT 
Coordinator and Director of Bridge Builders have created opportunities for AmeriCorps members to 
serve as the site coordinator at schools. Site coordinators are responsible for being the BRIDGES point 
person for their colleagues and school administrators on the day of the workshop. Site coordinators also 
assist with troubleshooting activities, gathering materials for the experience, and managing behavioral 
issues with students.  

While ACs appreciate the chance to serve as site coordinators, they often do not feel prepared and/or 
feel that their role is recognized by the school. Some of the issues ACs encountered include but are not 
limited to: Not being sure how to deal with inconsistencies on the part of the school (e.g., rooms not as 
promised, no teachers in room, etc.) and feel that most schools just see them as young college kids. In 
turn, ACs stated that many administrators ignore them and/or do not follow-up on requests made. Since 
AmeriCorps members are typically young and in the early stages of their professional careers, they don’t 
always feel comfortable confronting school administrators about issues like those mentioned above.  

 ACs who serve as the site coordinator for a school need to be made aware of this role well in 
advance of the workshop delivery date. ACs have also requested that post-workshop 
reflections occur more consistently so that facilitators and coordinators can learn from the 
experiences of their colleagues.   

 AmeriCorps Service Members would like in-house scenario based training for how to site 
coordinate. Training should include scenarios that challenge ACs to diffuse difficult situations 
with school administrators and student behavioral issues.  

 This past year ACs were given the opportunity to shadow their supervisors, serving as site 
coordinators, at a school and would like to continue this practice. However, since every school 
is different, shadowing opportunities are limited as to what they may experience on the days 
that they shadow versus when they site coordinate on their own. 
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As the CONNECT program continues to grow, updates to the workshops and training for staff and 
AmeriCorps Service Members will also continue to change. Overall this year’s CONNECT programming 
was successful. Staff who support this program will continue to explore new and innovative ways to 
address the needs and wishes of the students and schools in the Midsouth.  


